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Birthday Sunshine
Birthday Celebration

Designed By Chris Horne

Product Required:
4 x Anagram Clear Crystal Clearz (8284111,02)) 
4 x 12” Sempertex “Happy Birthday Sunshine” Pastel Matte
 your colour choice (20012458)
16 x 5” Sempertex Pastel Matte, 4 of each colour to match 12”
2” wide satin ribbon to match latex balloons
Small sand or water weight 
Stretchy balloon tape
White curling ribbon

Construction Method:
1. Pre-stretch the 12”/28cm Latex balloons by in�ating fully with air 
 and de�ating, two or three times.
2. Create the double balloons by putting a small puff of air into the Clearz, then inserting the
 latex balloon until the necks are level. In�ate the latex balloon with helium until it’s about
 8”/20cmin diameter, and spherical. Then in�ate the Clearz balloon with helium until it 
 measures 18”/45cm. Use the neck of the latex balloon to wrap around several times and 
 seal the Clearz. Add an air-�lled cluster of 5”/13cm latex balloons as a collar 
 and �y on matching satin ribbon.
3. Create a 4th double balloon, this time with air, in the same way. 
 This time, the collar should be in�ated to 4”/10cm. 
 Tie the small sand or water weight into the collar.
4. Take a piece of white curling ribbon approx. 24”/60cm long and stick it to the top of the 
 air-�lled Clearz balloon with stretchy balloon tape. Use this to attach the ribbons from the 
 helium �lled balloons in a staggered arrangement.
5. Make 3 small bows of the satin ribbons, tying round with white curling ribbon, and tie to the 
 point where the ribbons are tied to the Clearz balloon. 
 Trim of any white curling ribbon that shows.
6. Add a �nal small bow in matching satin ribbon to the base as shown.

Estimated Labour time: 15 minutes
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